
CHRONOLOGICAL
LET’S MAKE YOUR YEARBOOK



CHRONOLOGICAL YEARBOOKS

IT MAKES SENSE

▸Relive the school year in order.

▸Opportunities to cover unplanned events.

▸Makes the book specific to the school year.

▸ Flexibility for special coverage.

▸Deadline submission in signatures is easier.



CHRONOLOGICAL YEARBOOKS

MODULES

▸Designs repeat throughout the book.

▸Replaceable if necessary

▸ Plan all types of modules

▸ Separated by a rail (at least 3 picas) of white space

















CHRONOLOGICAL YEARBOOKS

BREAKERS/SHOWSTOPPERS

▸Double-page spread of special content

▸Usually related to the theme

▸Key to filling out sections when events do not happen or photos 
from planned events aren’t so great















CHRONOLOGICAL YEARBOOKS

CALENDAR SPREAD

▸Make coverage specific to the school year

▸Unexpected minor events have a place in the book

▸Content-driven dividers between seasons or months (Smaller 
books should do seasons.)

▸Use a similar look throughout the book

▸Relate the design to the theme







CHRONOLOGICAL YEARBOOKS

MUST HAVES

▸Detailed folios

▸Cross-referenced index



CHRONOLOGICAL YEARBOOKS

COVERING EVENTS

▸Keep a calendar of events, classroom activities. Assign 
photographers.

▸Assign photographers a day of the week to take photos in 
classrooms.



CHRONOLOGICAL YEARBOOKS

THE LADDER

▸Combine student life, academics, clubs and organization pages 
into one section. You can include sports, but some opt to keep it 
separate. 

▸Decide if you will have feature coverage on the people spreads. If 
you do not, you’ll have pages to add to chronological section.

▸Determine your base number of pages.



CHRONOLOGICAL YEARBOOKS

THE LADDER
▸Make a list of events and activities 

covered last year that will happen 
again. This might be tricky with school 
limitations from pandemic 
precautions.

▸Assign each event and activity to a 
month. 

▸ Look over the list of ideas for non-
traditional coverage. Assign to a 
month to fill in remaining pages.



CHRONOLOGICAL YEARBOOKS

THE LADDER

▸Not every month has the same number of pages. Content 
determines how many pages are assigned to each month.

▸ If an unexpected event happens, remove a showstopper/breaker 
spread.

▸ If an expected event doesn’t happen, add a showstopper/breaker 
spread that can be used for any month.



CHRONOLOGICAL YEARBOOKS

SAMPLE LADDER

▸ Plan dominant modules (be flexible)

▸Be ready for quotes and polls in case secondary modules are 
limited



LORI OGLESBEE
PUBLICATION CONSULTANT
@LOGLESBEE (TWITTER)
MCKINNEY, TEXAS

THANK YOU:                               McKinney 
High School              Bryant High School.               
Shawnee Mission East High School 
Corning-Painted High School  Mount 
Pleasant High School
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